Primordial non-gaussianity (PNG) is an invaluable window into the physical processes that gave rise to cosmological structure. The presence of local shape PNG imprints a distinct scale-dependent correction to the bias of dark matter tracers on large scales, which can be effectively probed via the technique of intensity mapping. Considering an upcoming generation of experiments, we demonstrate that intensity mapping of CO and [CII] emission can improve upon the current best constraints from the Planck satellite. We show that measurement of the CO intensity power spectrum by a hypothetical next stage of the ground-based COMAP experiment can achieve σ(f loc NL ) = 3.7, and that the proposed CMB satellite mission PIXIE can achieve σ(f loc NL ) = 4.9 via measurement of [CII] intensity power spectrum.
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PACS numbers:
Introduction: Understanding the origin of structure in the Universe is a key open question in cosmology. Inflation [1] [2] [3] is the leading paradigm of the early Universe, in which quantum fluctuations of a scalar field, i.e. inflaton, planted the seed for the formation of the structure [4] [5] [6] [7] . The simplest models of inflation, characterized by a canonical single scalar field, originating from the Bunch-Davies vacuum and slowly rolling down its potential, predict a nearly Gaussian distribution of primordial perturbations [8] [9] [10] . Deviations from these simple models can produce a distinctive, non-Gaussian signature which, to leading-order, results in non-zero bispectrum of primordial curvature perturbations ζ (see [11, 12] for reviews). It is common to write the bispectrum in terms of a scale-independent amplitude f NL and a shape function; constraint on this amplitude (for a given shape) is a unique probe to discriminate between models of inflation.
PNG of the local shape [10, [13] [14] [15] , which is produced by super-horizon, non-linear evolution of ζ, can be parametrized by a non-linear correction to the Gaussian perturbations ζ G , as
The local shape PNG is a sensitive probe of multi-field inflation, as single-field scenarios, in the attractor regime, are expected to produce f loc NL 1 [16, 17] . Current best constraints on f loc NL are set by measurements of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) from the Planck satellite [18] . These results are consistent with Gaussian primordial fluctuations (f loc NL =0), with a 1−σ uncertainty -when translated to large-scale structure (LSS) conventions -of σ(f loc NL ) 6.5 [19] . These constraints can be significantly improved by measurements of the statistical properties of LSS (see [20] for an overview). Among other effects, PNG leaves an imprint on the power spectrum of biased tracers of dark matter by inducing a scale-dependent correction to their bias, which is significant on large scales [21] [22] [23] . In this Letter, we show that with this signature, power spectrum measurements from intensity mapping of CO and [CII] line emission have the potential to improve the constraints on PNG beyond the current best limits.
In contrast to galaxy surveys, which aim to detect groups of individual sources to some threshold significance and completeness, line intensity mapping probes the large-scale matter distribution by measuring the cumulative light from an ensemble of sources, including faint, unresolved galaxies, while preserving accurate redshift information. Previous studies have shown that intensity mapping of the 21-cm line of neutral hydrogen (HI) at redshifts z = 1 − 5, with purpose-designed surveys, can produce constraints of order σ(f loc NL ) ∼ 1 [24] . Interest in other emission lines as candidates for intensity mapping has been bolstered by the tentative power spectrum detections of CO and [CII] [25, 26] , and the multitude of upcoming intensity mapping surveys (see [27] for a recent summary). Here, we provide the first forecast for the potential of such surveys in constraining PNG, considering experimental setups targeting CO and [CII] emission from as far back in time as the Epoch of Reionization (EoR; z ∼ 6−10), mapping the cosmic web at redshifts and scales that are inaccessible to upcoming spectroscopic/photometric galaxy surveys.
The line intensity power spectrum: CO is predominantly found in the dense clouds of molecular gas (of density n ∼ 10 3 cm −3 ), while [CII] is found in the neutral media of galaxies (n ∼ 1 cm −3 ) [28] . Both are typically tracers of the cold gas within galaxies that provide the fuel for star formation, and the strength of their emission is observed to be correlated with the star formation rates of galaxies [29, 30] . Under the assumption that line emission for both CO and [CII] arise primarily from within galaxy host halos, and that the luminosities of these lines can be expressed as a function of halo mass, the mean brightness temperature (typically in units of µK) can be written as
where c is the speed of light, k B is the Boltzmann factor, ν obs is the observed frequency of the redshifted line, dn/dM is the halo mass function, for which we adopt the Sheth-Tormen function [31] . L(M, z) is the luminosity of CO-or [CII]-luminous galaxies (as a function of host-halo mass and redshift), and D L is the luminosity distance. The terms dl/dθ and dl/dν reflect the conversion from units of comoving lengths, l, to those of specific intensity: frequency, ν, and angle, θ. The term dl/dθ is equivalent to comoving angular diameter distance, while
, where H(z) is the Hubble parameter at a given redshift. The power spectrum consists of two primary contributions: the clustering component (P clust ), which is sensitive to the distribution of objects and typically dominates on large scales, and the shot component (P shot , sometimes referred to as the Poisson component), which arises due to the discrete nature of individual galaxies and dominates on small scales. On large scales, where clustering bias can be described by a linear relation, the clustering component can be expressed as
, where P 0 (k, z) is the linear matter power spectrum and b line (z) is the luminosity-weighted linear bias of the line emitting galaxy. This bias can be further written as
with b h (M, z) being the linear halo bias, for which we adopt prediction of Sheth-Tormen mass function. The shot component of the power spectrum takes the form of
(3) Theory and current observational data suggest that both CO and [CII] exist in high-redshift galaxies (z 6) [32] [33] [34] , and can therefore be used as tracers of the growth of structure in the early Universe. However, the strength of this emission is subject to a large uncertainty, and the predicted power spectrum is very sensitive to the astrophysical modeling. In our analysis presented here, we use the results of [35] to model the dependence of star formation rate on halo mass and redshift, and assume the luminosities of CO and [CII] can be written as a function of star formation rate, adopting the models of [36, 37] .
There are two additional effects that we account for in modeling P clust : redshift-space distortions [38, 39] and the Alcock-Paczynski (AP) effect [40, 41] . The former is due to the fact that the power spectrum is measured in redshift-space, where peculiar velocities of galaxies distort their distribution. The latter arises from the fact that one assumes a reference cosmology to infer distances from redshifts and angular position, which if incorrect, will distort the power spectrum measurement. The details of our modeling, including the impact of astrophysical modeling on our forecasts, are outlined in our accompanying paper [42] .
Line bias from PNG: Local shape non-Gaussianity, leads to a distinct, scale-dependent correction to the linear halo bias [21] [22] [23] . Consequently, the line bias given in Eq. (2) receives a scale-dependent correction,
where δ c = 1.686 is the critical linear overdensity of spherical collapse at z = 0, and M(k, z) is the transfer function, relating the linear matter density fluctuations δ 0 to curvature perturbations,
On larger scales, for k 0.02 h Mpc −1 , the transfer function asymptotes to k 2 , producing a strong k −2 dependence in ∆b NG line . Such a scale-dependence is unlikely to be caused by other astrophysical sources, therefore it provides a clean window to probe PNG of local shape. Over the next few years, LSS surveys will provide significantly improved constraints on f loc NL by probing progressively larger volumes, utilizing the increasing strength of the signal at larger spatial scales (e.g., [19, [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] ). Intensity mapping surveys can leverage this strategy by providing a relatively inexpensive method for accessing faint, distant objects at higher redshifts, and thus over larger volumes. With sufficient redshift coverage, even a survey covering a small fraction of the sky can probe the scales at which the enhancement in power from local PNG is significant.
Survey design and instrumental noise: For the intensity mapping of CO, we consider the J 1−0 rotational transition (with rest-frame frequency of ν rest = 115.271 GHz), which we will refer to as CO(1-0). At the redshift range of interest, this transition is readily accessible to ground-based experiments. For our analysis, we consider a variant of the existing CO Mapping Array Pathfinder (COMAP) [36] , which is currently designed to measure CO(1-0) at z ∼ 3. This variant, which we will refer to as COMAP-Low, is a hypothetical future lower-frequency complement to the existing instrument, designed to perform a CO EoR intensity mapping experiments. With the exception of the frequency range, we generally adopt the existing parameters for COMAP as given in [36] . We consider an instrument utilizing 10-m aperture with 1000 dual-polarization detectors, with a spectral resolution of 30 MHz and coverage between [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] GHz, z = [3.8 − 8.6]. For this instrument, we assume that the system temperature of each element scales with frequency, such that T sys = ν obs (K/GHz) at frequencies above 20 GHz, and T sys = 20 K below. We consider a survey covering 2000 sq. degrees, an area similar to that being surveyed by current 21 cm EoR instruments [48] , with the instrument running at 50% duty-cycle for a period of 5 years, for a total integration time of τ tot ≈ 2 × 10 4 hours.
For the [CII] transition (ν rest = 1900.539 GHz), the limited transmission of the atmosphere at sub-mm wavelengths makes ground-based observations more challenging; we, therefore, consider a space-based instrument. The Primordial Inflation Explorer (PIXIE), designed to study inflation via polarized emission from the CMB [49] , is ideal to probe [CII] emission from the redshift range of z = [0.06−11.7] (the frequency range of 150−1800 GHz) [50] . PIXIE has frequency coverage between 30 GHz and 6 THz, with 400 15-GHz synthesized frequency channels provided by a Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS). Although relatively course at the lowest frequencies, such an instrument has adequate resolution for the redshift range of interest for [CII] . PIXIE is purpose-designed to conduct a full-sky CMB survey, but is suitable for widefield [CII] intensity mapping studies. For our analysis, we limit consideration to the cleanest 75% of the sky (matching that of the proposed polarized CMB measurement).
For an intensity mapping analysis, the per-mode instrumental noise, P N , is related to the per-voxel imaging sensitivity, σ vox , by P N = σ 2 vox V vox , where V vox is the comoving volume contained within a single voxel. The pervoxel sensitivity depends on instrumental configuration. For an instrument like COMAP, σ vox = T sys / √ δντ int , where T sys is the system temperature of the instrument, τ int is the total integration time per single pointing and δν is the frequency resolution for a single channel. Combining these two expressions, we can further define
where N det is the number of detectors (i.e., single polarization feeds), and Ω surv is the area of our survey. For illustration, we show in Figure 1 the spherically averaged clustering contribution to the redshiftspace line intensity power spectrum, P clust (k) = 1 −1 dµ/2 P clust (k, µ), for CO and [CII], accounting for the AP effect and in the presence of PNG with f loc NL = 6.5. The expected spherically averaged variance is shown as shaded blue region and is given by [51] ,
where µ is the cosine of the angle with respect to the line of sight and var[P (k,
2 , where k || = kµ and k
|| are the components of the wavenumber parallel and perpendicular to the line of sight and k ||,res and k ⊥,res represent the finite resolution of the survey in the two directions. We adopt logarithmic bins of width = d ln k. For illustration, we also show the shot (dotted red) and the clustering components of the power spectrum with Gaussian initial conditions (dashed-dotted purple). The vertical lines correspond to the smallest scale k max , that we consider in our forecast. For [CII], due to limited resolution of PIXIE, the value of k max is generally set by the angular resolution (θ = 1.6
• ) at high redshift, and frequency resolution (δν = 15 GHz) at low redshift. For CO, we choose k max = 0.15 h Mpc −1 at redshift zero, while at other redshifts we set it such that the variance of the density field at that redshift is the same as z = 0, and further impose a conservative bound of k max < 0.3 h Mpc −1 to assure the validity of assumptions of linear bias.
Fisher forecast: We perform a Fisher matrix analysis to forecast the potential of the CO(1-0) and [CII] intensity mapping surveys to constrain PNG. In our forecast, we vary the amplitude of local PNG, setting its fiducial value to f loc NL = 1. Additionally, we vary five cosmological parameters, namely the amplitude and the spectral index of primordial fluctuations, the Hubble parameter, and the energy density of cold dark matter and baryons with the fiducial values set to best-fit parameters from Planck 2015 [52] . We also vary the velocity dispersion (which affects the modeling of redshift-space distortions) with the fiducial value set to σ FOG,0 = 250 kms −1 ). Instead of varying the bias as a free parameter, we assume that it is given by Eq. (2), which has a dependence on cosmological parameters. We bin each survey into redshift bins of approximate width log 10 [∆(1 + z)] = 0.1.
Results: Using the entire available three-dimensional volume, we find that a PIXIE-and COMAP-like experiments are capable of reaching 68% C.L. of σ(f loc NL ) = 4.9 and σ(f loc NL ) = 3.7 respectively, imposing Planck priors on cosmological parameters. The strength of the constraints on local shape PNG from each survey is determined by two factors: largest scales accessible, and per-mode noise of the instrument. For PIXIE, the strongest constraints arise from z 3; above this redshift, the increasing permode noise overtakes the enhancement in power from PNG at low k. In contrast, the increased per-mode sensitivity of COMAP-Low provide relatively even constraints on σ(f loc NL ) across all redshift bins. While limited in sky coverage, the ability of COMAP-Low to probe the cosmic web at higher redshifts provides access to the large volumes -and corresponding large scale-modes -required for constraining f loc NL . In the analysis presented here, we note that we have assumed that foregrounds, interloper lines and systematic errors are well constrained, and not a limiting factor in our analysis. Experiments targeting CO and [CII] are likely to benefit from decades of work in continuum foreground modeling that have been performed as part of CMB surveys, although instrumental errors may limit the fidelity with which these foregrounds can be removed, inducing scale-dependent foreground contributions to a power spectrum measurement [50] . The removal of interloper line emission is presently an area of 6). For illustration we also show the spherically averaged Gaussian contribution (dashed-dotted purple), as well as the shot contribution (dotted red). The vertical lines correspond to the smallest scale kmax considered in our forecast, the choice of which is described in the text.
active development. For CO, the contribution of interloper lines is likely to be negligible [53] . However, lower redshift CO emission (from several rotational transitions of the molecule) could represent a significant foreground for [CII] . Existing theoretical work suggests a variety of methods for removing or reducing the impact of spectral foregrounds (e.g., [54, 55] ). We note that this contamination is likely to be most significant for z ≥ 6, where PIXIE provides limited constraints. This potential contamination is therefore unlikely to affect the results presented here, although it may represent a limitation for other EoR-targeted experiments seeking to constrain f loc NL . A more detailed exploration of the impact of systematics and foregrounds can be found in our accompanying paper [42] .
Conclusions: The proposed CO(1-0) and [CII] surveys can achieve 68% C.L. of σ(f loc NL ) = 3.7 and σ(f loc NL ) = 4.9. The constraints from COMAP-Low and PIXIE, are an improvement on those from Planck, and are comparable to those from measurements of power spectrum from upcoming galaxy surveys such as EUCLID [56] ( σ(f loc NL ) = 3.9 [57] ), DESI [58] ( σ(f loc NL ) = 4.8 [45] ) and LSST [59] ( σ(f loc NL ) = 1.4 [57] ). We note that our analysis has focused on instruments with present prototypes or existing designs that would be capable of probing primordial non-Gaussianity via CO and [CII] intensity mapping, rather than hypothetical instruments optimized to do so. As such, there is significant potential for a more optimized experiment to probe the distribution of matter at large scales and high redshifts via [CII] and CO intensity mapping, offering a promising window to constrain primordial non-Gaussianity. This potential is bolstered by the highly complementary requirements between a PNG-focused intensity mapping survey -in terms of resolution, frequency coverage, survey area, and sensitivity -and select future surveys targeting CMB and EoR-related science. At the cosmic variance limit, an EoR-focused (z = [6 − 10]) intensity mapping survey targeting CO or [CII] would achieve σ(f loc NL ) ≈ 0.3, suggesting that a ground-based experiment with limited sky-coverage may be capable of significantly improving constraints on f NL .
Prospects: Given the unique potential of intensity mapping with emission lines in constraining PNG, understanding the dependence of the constraints on astrophysical modeling is critically important. Equally important are more detailed studies of the impact of foregrounds and systematics, particularly on the large-scale modes which are essential in constraining local PNG from power spectrum measurements. We give further consideration of this and the study of optimal experimental set up, best-fit to probe PNG with intensity mapping, in our accompanying work [42] . Finally, the multi-tracer technique can further improve our results by minimizing the cosmic variance noise [61] . For [CII] intensity mapping with PIXIE, multi-tracer analysis is particularly timely since the range of redshifts that provide the most constraining power is well-matched to several of the aforementioned galaxy surveys. We defer the study of the potential of multi-tracer technique with intensity mapping surveys to future work.
